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In this work, one models stochastic processes in the energy or configuration space that represent the fluctuating interactions of a probe (a single molecule or a quantum dot) with its surrounding heat bath (supporting substrate or anchored organic molecules). We consider a POP type 1D non-Markovian equation, with a population sink at the potential energy crossing (Q Q c ) between U 1 Q for the ''light'' state j1i and U 2 Q for the ''dark'' state j2i. One has
One can obtain the Green function for sink-free diffusion in a harmonic potential q 2 =2 as [20] G k q;
where the diffusion constant D k t is related to the dielectric response function s and the dielectric permittivity "s by [20] 
For a Debye medium
, and a time-independent diffusion constant Dt 2 k = L;k as considered in our previous study [16] , whereas for a Cole-Davison (CD) dielectric medium [21] s 1=1 s D CD , diffusion constant is time dependent. It can be shown from Eqs. (1b) and (1c) that in the short time regime (t L , and D ) the mean square dis-
At times t much longer than the diffusion correlation time, however, 2 t becomes a constant as the system approaches thermal equilibrium. The asymptotic behavior of 2 t at both short and long time limits have also been obtained previously by Metzler et al. [22] , using a different approach with a fractional Fokker-Planck equation.
Because each blinking event starts at the energy-level crossing, one has the initial condition Q; 0 Q ÿ Q c . The blinking statistics P on t for the on events of a neutral quantum dot (QD) [or P off t for the off events of a dark QD] is defined as the waiting time distribution function for a QD that is initially in the neutral light state (or dark state) and is turned into the charged ''dark state'' (or light state) between t and t dt per unit dt. Using the Green function method, the Laplace transform of Pt can be derived from Eq. (1) as
For simplicity, diffusion on harmonic potentials
and
where is the force constant 2 k k B T, G 0 the free energy gap, and the reorganization energy Q 0;1 ÿ Q 0;2 2 =2. In the short time limit, Eq. (1b) yields
where we defined two parameters t c;k and ÿ k as
and ÿ CD 1 is the gamma function. From Eqs. (2) and (3) one obtains
For the normal diffusion case in a Debye medium with CD 1, from the inverse Laplace transform of Eq. (4), one obtains
as illustrated in Fig. 1 
Equations (5) and (6) 
where 1 and 2 are the nonadiabatic forward and backward rate constants and f k
Equation (6) indicates a power-law distribution with an exponent at ÿ1=2 at very short time which changes later to ÿ3=2 with an exponential damping tail, and finally becomes the single exponential in Eq. (7) at a much longer time.
For the anomalous diffusion case, as in a Cole-Davidson dielectric medium [21] with CD Þ 1, the inverse Laplace transform of Eq. (4) is related to the time derivative of the Mittag-Leffler function [24] 
where E a z 1 n0 z n =ÿna 1. Two complementary power-law regimes are illustrated in Fig. 2 and
The above results correspond to the first passage approxi-
107401-2 mation from the above POP treatment. We have also obtained the same power law in Eq. (9) by COP treatment using a time-retarded diffusion kernel. Their slight differences occur at longer time when 1=ÿ k t L;k .
The experimental values for the exponent varies among research groups, some reported a value close to ÿ1:5, whereas others reported a larger value, e.g. [10] . A more recent experimental study by Issac et al. [25] indicates a correlation of the exponent with dielectric properties as also suggested by this work. Anomalous diffusion is often observed in disordered systems [26] .
In conclusion, the diffusion-controlled reaction mechanism is proposed as an underlying mechanism for fluorescence intermittency of QDs. It leads to a power law Pt t m expÿÿt and accommodates m to be different from the ideal ÿ1:5 due to the dispersive diffusion correlation times. The present model provides some physical links for the exponent m ÿ2 CD =2, the critical time t c;k (separating two complementary regimes) and the exponential bending tail expÿÿ k t, with ÿ k related to energetic parameters (reorganization energy , free energy gap G 0 , temperature) and kinetic parameters ( L and D ). A complementary power-law behavior with m ÿ CD =2 is predicted at a time shorter than t c , where t c is controlled by the structural parameters such as electronic coupling V k and others. A power law has also been observed in single molecule Raman spectroscopy [27] and in protein conformation dynamics [28] . The possible extension of this diffusion-controlled reaction model to these areas remains to be explored. 
